The purpose of this document is to outline the steps to use the BMLC2GUI on Microsoft® Windows. These instructions are applicable to the version configured for REST-compatible SBML servers. The REST and STOMP protocols used with WISE-SBML are supported.

**Note:** At this point, this software is still in beta. Ideas for enhancements, and problem reports, are greatly appreciated.

1. Check out the BMLC2GUI (REST) source tree from Subversion at [https://netlab.gmu.edu/svn-m/OpenBML/BMLC2GUI/branches/BMLC2GUIREST/](https://netlab.gmu.edu/svn-m/OpenBML/BMLC2GUI/branches/BMLC2GUIREST/)
2. After the repository has been checked out, locate the *resources* directory and extract *BMLC2GUI.zip* to the root of your C:\ drive. This should create the folder C:\BMLC2GUI.
3. Launch *bmlc2gui.bat* from the directory created in Step #1.